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Black Hole Binaries

Stellar-mass black holes
(∼5–30M�)

Modest variability in human
timescale

Many are transient in nature

Bright outbursts can last several
months with up to a billion fold
increase in luminosity

AU-scale persistent jets and
parsec-scale ballistic jets

X-ray QPOs (0.01–450 Hz)

Distinct spectral states
(hard/intermediate/soft)
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Motivation

Dramatic spectral changes throughout the outburst!Nowak: The Microquasar Cyg X-1 203
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Fig. 1. Cyg X-1 in its two most extreme spectral
states: the hard state dominated by a cuto↵ power-
law spectrum extending to > 100 keV, and the soft
state dominated by a thermal spectrum peaking be-
tween 1–2 keV. The above hard state is from a multi-
wavelength campaign wherein Cyg X-1 was ob-
served by every flying X-ray satellite. Here we dis-
play Chandra-HETG spectra (histogram), Suzaku-
XIS (solid diamonds) and -GSO (hollow triangles)
spectra, RXTE-PCA (circles) and -HEXTE (hol-
low diamonds) spectra, and INTEGRAL -SPI (solid
triangles) spectra (see Nowak et al. 2011). The
soft state spectra are from a simultaneous Chandra-
HETG and RXTE campaign conducted in January
2011. The above spectra are presented without ref-
erence to any underlying spectral model, and are un-
folded using only the spectral response of the detec-
tors (see Nowak et al. 2005).

1; a description of these spectra can be found
in Nowak et al. (2011). Also shown are spec-
tra from simultaneous Chandra-HETG/RXTE-
PCA observations, covering the 0.5–40 keV
range of a spectrally soft state. In terms of
observed flux, the 0.1–50 keV flux of the soft
state is 3.9 ⇥ 10�8 erg cm�2 s�1, while the ob-
served 0.5–300 keV flux of the hard state is
4.9⇥10�8 erg cm�2 s�1. However, making plau-
sible corrections for absorption and extrapolat-
ing the spectra to determine bolometric lumi-
nosities, this is at 2.2% LEdd and this hard state
is at 1.6% LEdd. (The Eddington luminosity,
LEdd, used here assumes a distance of 1.86 kpc
and a mass of 15 M�; Reid et al. 2011; Orosz
et al. 2011.) That is, whereas we directly ob-
serve most of the flux in the hard state, nearly
2/3 of the soft state flux is unobserved due to
both absorption and bandpass limitations.

Fig. 2. Hardness-intensity diagram of a black
hole transient outburst (based upon GX 339�4;
Belloni et al. 2005; Homan et al. 2005; adapted
from www.issibern.ch/teams/proaccretion).
Transients begin faint, hard, and radio loud; they
evolve to brighter states while remaining hard; they
soften and become radio quiet (often preceded by
a radio ejection event); they then fade, harden, and
become radio loud once more. Cyg X-1, which is
persistently emitting in the X-ray band, occupies
only a small portion of this diagram at fractional
Eddington luminosities of ⇡ 2%, near the so-called
radio loud/radio quiet transition “jet line”.

As has been noted by previous researchers,
the range of bolometric luminosities traversed
by Cyg X-1 spans only a factor of ⇡ 3–4
(Wilms et al. 2006, and references therein).
This is somewhat narrow compared to most
black hole transients. Furthermore, Cyg X-1
also traverses a narrower range of colors than
many black holes, never exhibiting a purely
disk-dominated spectrum without a hard tail
(e.g., like the simple disk-dominated spectrum
of 4U 1957+11; Nowak et al. 2008). Black
hole transients often follow color-intensity di-
agrams as shown in Fig. 2, spanning & 3 or-
ders of magnitude in luminosity, and wider ex-
tremes of color variations. Cyg X-1, however,
exists on an especially interesting portion of
this ‘q-diagram’ — moving between the radio
quiet/soft, radio loud/hard-intermediate state
transition near ⇡ 2% LEdd.

The hypothesized emission components in
the Cyg X-1 system include an accretion disk,
a Comptonizing corona (with either a ther-

(Nowak+12)

Study the accretion properties of Galactic Black Holes using the RXTE archive

Detailed analysis of individual sources with physically motivated models

Dynamically track the evolution of key parameters → inner radius
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A Hot Corona and a Cold Disk
The Astrophysical Journal, 742:85 (17pp), 2011 December 1 Gou et al.

Figure 2. Schematic sketch of the X-ray source (adapted from a sketch provided
by R. Reis). The accretion disk (pink) is truncated at the ISCO, leaving a dark
gap between the disk’s inner edge and the black hole’s event horizon (black).
Shown hovering above the optically thick disk is its tenuous scattering corona
(yellow). As indicated by the arrows, the disk supplies the thermal component
of emission, which is Compton scattered into a power-law component by hot
electrons in the corona. Approximately half of this latter component illuminates
the disk, thereby generating the reflected component.

progress sequentially in the sense that Model R1 is the most
primitive and Model R4 is the most advanced. This sequence
builds toward our adopted model. We have chosen to present
our results for these preliminary relativistic models, in addition
to those for our adopted model, because doing so demonstrates
that our modeling of the critical thermal component, and the
extreme spin it delivers for Cygnus X-1, are insensitive to the
details of the analysis.

3.2. Our Adopted Model

The model we employ is a culmination of Models R1–R4 in
the sense that it is the most advanced and physically realistic
model. The schematic sketch of the X-ray source in Figure 2
illustrates the various model components and their interplay.

The structure of our adopted model, naming all the components
that comprise it, is expressed as follows:

CRABCOR ! CONST ! TBABS[SIMPLR " KERRBB2
+KERRDISK + KERRCONV " (IREFLECT " SIMPLC)].

As described in detail below, simplr generates the power-
law component using the seed photons supplied by the single
thermal component kerrbb2, while the reflection component
is likewise generated in turn by ireflect acting solely on
the power-law component (i.e., ireflect does not act on
the thermal component). Furthermore, the model fits for a single
value of a!, which appears as the key fit parameter in three model
components: kerrbb2, kerrdisk, and kerrconv.

We now discuss in turn the model’s three principal compo-
nents—thermal, power law, and reflected—and their interrela-
tionships.

Thermal component. the centerpiece of our adopted model is
our accretion-disk model kerrbb2, which includes all relativis-
tic effects, self-irradiation of the disk (“returning radiation”),
and limb darkening (Li et al. 2005). The effects of spectral hard-
ening are incorporated into the basic model kerrbb via a pair of
look-up tables for the hardening factor f corresponding to two
representative values of the viscosity parameter: ! = 0.01 and
0.1 (McClintock et al. 2006). Motivated by observational data
obtained for dwarf novae (Smak 1998, 1999) and soft X-ray
transients (Dubus et al. 2001), and the results of global gen-
eral relativistic magnetohydrodynamic (GRMHD) simulations
(Penna et al. 2010), throughout this work we adopt ! = 0.1 as
our fiducial value; meanwhile, in Section 5.4 we examine the
effects on our results of using ! = 0.01 in place of ! = 0.1.
The entries in the look-up tables for f were computed using both
kerrbb and a second relativistic disk model bhspec (Davis et al.
2005; Davis & Hubeny 2006). We refer to the model kerrbb
plus this table, and the subroutine that reads it, as kerrbb2
(McClintock et al. 2006). As noted above, the model kerrbb2
has just two fit parameters, namely, the black hole spin param-
eter a! and the mass accretion rate Ṁ (or equivalently, a! and the
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Figure 3. Top: the upper envelope in each of these spectra shows the data (RXTE in blue, and ASCA or Chandra in black) and the best-fit total relativistic model for the
case of our adopted model. Each total model spectrum is shown decomposed into thermal and power-law components, and a reflection component, which is comprised
of a continuum component plus the F K! line feature. (The color assignments correspond to those used in Figure 2.) The low-energy X-ray absorption component is
evident at energies !1 keV. Note in all three spectra the dominance at low energies of the key thermal component. Bottom: ratio of the data to the model showing
deviations between the two.
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Spectral Components
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Relativistic Effects on the Fe K line

The radius of the Inner Most Circular Orbit (ISCO) changes monotonically
with the black hole spin
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Is the inner radius truncated in the hard state?

The Prototypical BHB GX 339-4
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GX 339-4 + RXTE PCA: Vast amount of observations in a wide range of lumi-
nosities and accretion states. Data is free of pile-up.
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Fitting Reflection in the Hard-State

Excellent constraints on fundamental parameters of the system: BH spin
(a∗ = 0.95± 0.04), inclination (i = 48± 1 deg), and Fe abundance (AFe = 5± 1)
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Detecting Geometrical Changes

For increasing luminosity, the
disk’s inner edge moves inward
and the corona cools down

For a 10M� black hole, these
changes in inner-radius corre-
spond to changing from Rin =
75 km to Rin = 30 km

(Garcı́a+15)
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Accurate Estimation of the Inner Radius

Data recalibration with the PCACORR tool (Garcı́a+14) allows a ten fold increase
in sensitivity to the reflection features → increased accuracy!
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Location of the Inner Radius
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Including the Disk Emission
possible variation with luminosity. The reflection analysis is fully analogous to our earlier study of
GX 339–4 (except that we will employ the self-consistent model variant from Figure 3).
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Figure 3: (Top) A self-consistent analysis links the coro-
nal power-law component, (seed) thermal disk emission,
and relativistic reflection components, for the most lu-
minous of GX 339–4’s hard state spectra observed by
RXTE. An additional component of unblurred reflection
is also in evidence, from the corona irradiating the flared
outer lip of the disk. The 44-million count spectrum
from Garćıa et al. (2015) is shown in black. (Bottom)
Residuals illustrate the quality of fit to RXTE data us-
ing our self consistent model (upper panel, black), or
with a standard model that ignores thermal disk emis-
sion (lower panel, red). Because RXTE’s range begins at
⇠ 3 keV, it is insensitive to the predicted disk emission.

Most crucially, Chandra will open a new win-
dow into the thermal disk emission and provide
a cross-check on the reflection prediction. A
direct detection of thermal emission would be
proof positive of a small inner radius. Because
kTdisk / R�3/4, a large truncation radius, even
10s of times the size of RISCO would be essentially
undetectable in direct thermal emission.

Because the time for the peak of the bright-
hard state is variable, we employ a strategy using
a TOO plus two followup observations (which is
also useful for tracking any changes with lumi-
nosity). Our target sensitivity is > 4 sigma for a
0.15 keV disk in a 100 mCrab BH (for GX 339–4,
this corresponds to 6% Eddington and R ⇡ 6Rg).
Ideally, we will actually reach > 10� given su�-
ciently bright data, and a low reflection Rin.

For our analysis we will employ our suite of
relativistic reflection models relxill, and a new
variant of our Compton-scattering kernel simpl
(Steiner et al. 2009), simplcomp which uses the
more rigorous Comptonization kernel given by
nthcomp (Zdziarski et al. 1996).

4 Technical Feasibility

4.1 Trigger Condition

Using RXTE’s full archive of GX 339–4 outbursts
as a template for outbursting BH behavior (no-
tably GX 339–4 is itself the single most likely system to have a triggering outburst), we analyzed
the outburst patterns of GX 339–4 to establish our TOO strategy. From its outbursts on record,
GX 339–4 is always first detected in the hard state while its flux increases. The full duration
of this initial hard-state phase can range from ⇠ 1 � 10 months. However, upon crossing above
F = 100 mCrab, the bright hard state peaks ⇠ 1 month later. This holds for both GX 339–4’s
fainter and brighter outbursts.

Our plan upon trigger is scheduled accordingly: The BH transient must be newly in outburst,
hard (� < 2), and rising in flux. Any such system reaching 50 mCrab will be in our sights, and a
trigger will be activated upon crossing 100 mCrab (hardness and intensity will be monitored using
either or both of Swift BAT and MAXI). The first observation is to take place anytime between 5
and 15 days after trigger, with the two followup observations to be spaced apart by at least 5 days.
All observations are to be completed within 1 month of the trigger.

Each of the three observations will be coordinated between Chandra and NuSTAR teams. Be-
cause evolution through the hard state generally takes several weeks, strict simultaneity between
Chandra and NuSTAR is not necessary (though it is preferred); it will be acceptable to have both
missions collect data within a 24-hour window.

3

Steiner+16

* Self-consistent model including disk
emission
* Parameters linked to the inner radius
and the accretion rate from the soft-
state data:

kTdisk = kTsoft

(
Ṁ
˙Msoft

)3/5 (
Rin

RISCO

)−6/5

Ndisk = Nsoft

(
Ṁ
˙Msoft

)−4/5 (
Rin

RISCO

)18/5

RXTE insensitive to the predicted
disk emission → Need low-energy
coverage from Chandra!
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NuSTAR Sensitivity to Rin

and the high-energy Compton hump. NuSTAR data are crucial in establishing a firm constraint
on the radius from the reflection signal, and also in calibrating the Chandra continuum, which
will su↵er from some degree of pileup distortion. NuSTAR acts as a ballast for the Chandra data,
and therefore must have a significant statistical weight. We find that a 1 M count threshold is a
su�cient target, which is achieved for a 100 mCrab target in just under 20 ks.
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Figure 4: Ratio of simulated NuSTAR spectra to an
absorbed power-law model fitted in the 3–4 keV and
7.5–10 keV bands (for a BH with maximum spin). The
change with Rin in the reflection line profile is evident.

With our setup established, we present a set
of simulated observations in Table 1 and Fig-
ure 5. These simulations illustrate two represen-
tative and bracketing cases for GX 339–4: catch-
ing the peak of its bright hard state, and an ob-
servation just over the trigger threshold. In both
instances, the simulations are derived using fits to
RXTE spectra from Garćıa et al. (2015), where
di↵erent temperature disks result from changing
the reflection inner radius. The data are first sim-
ulated using the full detector response and then
binned to 3-times oversample the detector resolu-
tion. The Chandra data are given a 5% systematic
uncertainty as described above. We establish the
detection significance of the thermal disk by fit-
ting both the self-consistent model which includes
the thermal disk emission, and also fitting a standard reflection model which ignores this compo-
nent. All typical fit parameters are kept free for both fits (i.e., NH , a detector cross-normalization,
relxill, and xillver normalizations, the temperature and optical depth of the corona, the reflec-
tion fraction, the spectral index, ionization parameter, and Fe abundance.). Both models contain
the same number of free parameters, and so the goodness-of-fit comparison is straightforward. We
equate a 4� result to a di↵erence in fit �2 of 16 or greater. The brightest data, for small Rin achieve
a 14� detection of the thermal disk component.

5 Request Summary
We request a total of 60 ks of joint Chandra and NuSTAR time, to be divided into a trio of
observations during a bright outburst. Each pointing will obtain several million counts in Chandra
and > 106 counts in NuSTAR. Based on a recent study of all archival X-ray data for Galactic black
hole binaries (Tetarenko et al. 2015), one can expect 2–3 outburst per year. However, since we
require the flux to be at least over 100 mCrab, and in the visibility window, we expect a ⇠ 40%
chance of triggering in a year. Our team will follow new X-ray binary outbursts with X-ray monitors
including Swift/BAT and MAXI (and possibly Astrosat’s SSM), and we will activate a trigger upon
detecting a rising BH transient crossing 100 mCrab in the hard state. An observing schedule will
be coordinated with Chandra and NuSTAR to take place over the ensuing month. We will actively
monitor and cancel any exposures if the source declines below threshold or transitions to a soft
state (the transition being outside the objective of this proposal).

Our study will achieve one of two outcomes: either (1) we will confirm the presence of the
thermal disk and establish that the bright hard state reaches the ISCO (or very near to it) or
else (2) we will conclusively rule out a the presence of the thermal disk at radii within tens of
Rg, and have identified a fundamental problem with reflection modeling. Achieving this firm test
requires both Chandra’s low-energy sensitivity and high-throughput CC-mode, in conjunction with
the pileup-independent hard X-ray detectors aboard NuSTAR.

5

NuSTAR: Higher spectral resolution than RXTE makes it more sensitive to small
changes in the inner radius
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The Future: Chandra + NuSTAR

NuSTAR’s bandpass similar to RXTE (also insensitive to the disk emission), whereas
Chandra data is highly sensitive to its presence.
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Figure 5: Simulated 20 ks Chandra plus NuSTAR observations of GX 339–4’s bright hard state (for clarity, only one
of NuSTAR’s two FPM detectors is displayed). The left panels show the peak bright hard state, and the right panel
corresponds to data just above the trigger threshold. Both spectra are simulated using fits of the self-consistent model
to the GX 339–4 data from Garćıa et al. (2015) (e.g., the basis for the left panel is shown in Fig. 3). A green lines show
the best-fitting models from Garćıa et al. (2015) which do not include thermal disk emission. Bottom panels show the
di↵erence between data where the disk is included to the diskless model; it is apparent that the NuSTAR data is wholly
insensitive to thermal disk emission, whereas the Chandra data (red) is enormously sensitive to its presence. The yellow
lines in the lower panels depict the 5% systematic uncertainty we conservatively adopt on the Chandra data, owing to
added calibration uncertainty with CC-mode. Further details of the fits and significance of the disk are given in Table 1.

Table 1: Simulated 20 ks Bright Hard State Observations

Flux L/LEdd Rin kTdisk ��2†

(mCrab) (%) (Rg) (keV)

350 20
1.7 0.33 197
6.0 0.17 128

120 7
2.5 0.19 28
5.0 0.15 18

† ��2 gives the di↵erence between the best fits using the self-consistent model (with disk emission) and non-
self-consistent model (without disk emission). Because the thermal emission is self-consistently predicted, there
are no additional free parameters between the two models. Note that because NuSTAR spectra on their own
are wholly insensitive to the thermal disk (e.g., Fig. 5); the di↵erence in �2 is fully due to Chandra detecting
the thermal disk component. In these simulations, a 5% systematic uncertainty has been included in the Chandra data.
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Chandra will open a new window into the thermal disk emission in the
bright hard state!
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Final Remarks

Combined RXTE data with 0.1% systematics provide unprecedent precision
to measure X-ray reflection from accretion disks.

In the case of GX 339-4 in the hard-state, clear signatures of reflection are
observed over a wide range of luminosities (factor of ∼ 20). The variations in
L/LEdd are well correlated with changes in ionization ξ.

These fits present evidence of Rin moving inwards with increasing luminosity,
and possible disk truncation of just a few RISCO for low L/LEdd .

While NuSTAR is currently the best instrument for reflection spec-
troscopy, only simultaneous Chandra observations will provide a defini-
tive test of the truncation paradigm for the bright hard state.
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Modeling Relativistic Reflection: RELXILL

RELXILL: Relativistic reflection model that combines detailed reflection spectra
from xillver (Garcı́a & Kallman 2010), with the relline relativistic blurring code
(Dauser et al. 2010).
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Comparing XMM-Newton TM and RXTE PCA
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